
 

Hamilton Recreation Center 
Artist: Johanna Poethig 
 

Artwork Concept:  CELEBRATE ABILITY 
 

Location:   
The entrance of Hamilton Recreation Center and hallway to the back 
exit is the site for the artwork.  There is no art in these locations and 
they are in need of a strong visual idea to unify the space and lead users 
through the building. 
Concept:    
The exterior entrance of Hamilton Recreation Center is embellished 
with a design motif of medallions and animals.  This concept expands on 
that idea with a series of six circular medallions that lead the public 
through the building from the entrance, down the hallway, bordered by 
activity rooms.  The medallions celebrate the expressed goals of the 
recreation center to celebrate and encourage abilities that we all share 
in different ways and across generations.  In a playful and educational 
combination of text with native and endangered California animals and 
plants several important abilities that relate to physical and social 
health are highlighted.   This combination of image/text was arrived 
through art concepts presented by the artist and creative discussions 
with staff at Hamilton Recreation Center.   At the entrance the first 
medallion sets the stage with the word, ABILITY, in an abstract burst of 
energetic design and color.  At the corner and down the hallway are the 
medallions: Lizard /Flex-ability, Red-legged Frog/Adapt-ability, 
Dolphins/Enjoy-ability, Crane/Endure-ability and  
Seedling/Response-ability. 
The Center Staff is excited about using this concept for future activities 
where they can reach out to the community to “celebrate your abilities 
at Hamilton Recreation Center”. 
 
Materials, Fabrication and Installation: 
The medallions will be fabricated out of ceramic, cut and glazed in 
multiple layers of color. They will be set with mortar and then grouted 
on circular backboards and bolted into the walls.  
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